INTRODUCING WYNN MACAU
As Asia’s leading Las Vegas-style luxury resort, Wynn Macau and the Encore at Wynn
Macau continue to raise the bar for excellence. It holds the distinct honor of being the
only Resort in the world with 8 Forbes Five-Star Awards, garnering Five-Star awards for
its hotel, restaurants and spas.

The more than 1,000 rooms and suites at the luxurious Wynn and Encore towers are
exquisitely furnished and extravagantly spacious featuring Wynn signature beds,
Egyptian linens, touch control technology and spectacular views.
Home to the world’s leading chefs and award-winning restaurants with stunning décor,
diners can enjoy a rare opportunity to taste authentic Tan cuisine at the Michelin two-star
Golden Flower restaurant, embark on a culinary adventure at Mizumi, the only Michelin
two-star Japanese restaurant in Macau, indulge in sumptuous Cantonese classics at the
Michelin-star Wing Lei and sample Italian specialties in a theatrical setting at Ristorante il
Teatro. The prestigious Forbes Travel Guide also rates Golden Flower, Wing Lei, Mizumi
and il Teatro as Five-Star restaurants.

For casual, yet elegant dining, guests are welcome to try regional Chinese cuisine at Red
8, international dining at Café Esplanada, the rich flavors of Macau at Café Encore, handpulled noodles at 99 Noodles, and fresh-from-the-oven pastries and bubble teas at Buns
& Bubbles. Once the sun sets, Cinnebar is the perfect oasis for pre-dinner aperitifs, while
the opulent Bar Cristal at Wynn, with its jewel-box inspired décor, is ideal for cocktails.

Wynn Macau is also home to the most fashionable names in luxury retail. From the
trendsetters who influence style to limited edition jewelry, visitors will be amazed by the
extraordinary collections at both the Wynn Esplanade and the Esplanade at Encore.

With two Forbes Travel Guide Five Star award-winning spas, luxurious fitness centers
and a dedicated hair salon, total restoration of body and mind awaits. The Spa at Wynn
Macau offers the luxury of choice with more than 30 therapies expertly delivered in
spacious, serene surrounds, while The Spa at Encore provides an intimate haven of
sophistication.

For business travelers, the meeting and conference areas offer state-of-the-art facilities to
ensure that events are flawless and exceed guest expectations. The Convention Area
features 2,880 sq. m. (31,000 sq. ft.) of flexible, multi-purpose meeting space. Renowned
for its strict attention to detail, Wynn Macau is a preferred destination for intimate
weddings and private banquets.
For entertainment, Wynn Macau features Macau’s only choreographed Performance
Lake and an astrologically-themed atrium featuring a Tree of Prosperity and a Dragon of
Fortune. Also not to be missed is the impressive Moon Jellyfish Aquarium at the reception
area of Encore. Home to Moon Jellyfish from Japan and Taiwan, these beautiful,
translucent creatures dance playfully in the display tank, one of the largest of its kind in
the world.

WYNN MACAU ROOMS AND SUITES
Wynn Macau has more than 1,000 rooms and suites that offer deluxe appointments,
including Wynn signature beds, European linens, individual bedside lighting and drapery
controls, in-room entertainment featuring flat screen television and high-speed Internet
access.

ROOMS & SUITES AT WYNN TOWER
There are 594 rooms at the Wynn Tower. Guests checking into the Wynn Tower will
arrive at the Wynn Macau entrance or the Wynn Club entrance.

DELUXE ROOMS

There are 360 Deluxe Rooms at the Wynn Tower and
all guests staying in these rooms will check in at the
main registration desk in the hotel lobby.
Deluxe Rooms:
▪ Average 56m2 (600 square feet) of luxury living
space
▪ Wynn signature bed with fine Egyptian Cotton
▪ Serene soaking tub
▪ Flat screen LCD television
▪ Cordless phone, high speed Internet access

GRAND DELUXE ROOMS

There are 100 Grand Deluxe Rooms at the Wynn
Tower and guests staying in these rooms will check in
at the Wynn Club Entrance. They will have access to
the Wynn Club Lounge for exclusive dining and
entertainment.
Grand Deluxe Rooms:
▪ Average 56m2 (600 square feet) of luxury living
space
▪ Wynn signature bed with fine Egyptian Cotton
▪ Serene soaking tub
▪ Flat screen LCD television
▪ Cordless phone, high speed Internet access

ONE-BEDROOM SUITES

There are 120 One-bedroom Suites at the Wynn
Tower. Guests staying in these Suites will enjoy VIP
check-in at the Wynn Club Entrance and have access
to the exclusive amenities of the Wynn Club.
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

TWO-BEDROOM SUITES

Average 185 m2 (2,000 square feet) of lavishly
appointed bedroom and entertainment space
Stunning views of the Nam Van Lake and the
glittering Macau skyline
Wynn signature king-size bed with fine Egyptian
Cotton
Complete private bar and seating areas
Serene soaking tub
Relaxation bath with air jets and heated back
60” flat-screen LCD television
In-room spa therapy suite complete with ipod
docking station

There are 14 Two-bedroom Suites at the Wynn Tower.
Guests staying in these Suites will enjoy VIP check-in
at the Wynn Club Entrance and have access to the
exclusive amenities of the Wynn Club.
Lake Suites:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

▪
▪

24-hour personal butler service
Average 278m2 (3,000 square feet) of exquisite
living space with floor-to-ceiling windows
Impeccably furnished living and entertaining areas
with separate media and dining room
Wynn signature king-size bed with fine Egyptian
Cotton
Each bedroom has a combination of “his and her”
bath with dressing area, glass-enclosed shower,
bathtub with an ultra-deep bathing well and a
private toilet
70” flat-screen LCD television
In-room spa therapy suite complete with ipod
docking station

Sky Suites:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

▪
▪

Located on the top floors of the hotel tower
24-hour personal butler service
Average 278m2 (3,000 square feet) of exquisite
living space with floor-to-ceiling windows
Impeccably furnished living and entertaining areas
with separate media and dining room
Wynn signature king-size bed with fine Egyptian
Cotton
Each bedroom has a combination of “his and her”
bath with dressing area, glass-enclosed shower,
bathtub with an ultra-deep bathing well and a
private toilet
70” flat-screen LCD television
In-room spa therapy suite complete with ipod
docking station

SUITES AT ENCORE TOWER
There are 410 suites at Encore Tower. Guests who wish to stay at the Encore Tower will
check in at the main registration desk at Encore, or the VIP registration desk.
ENCORE DELUXE SUITES

There are 369 Encore Deluxe Suites and all guests
staying in these rooms will check in at the main
registration desk at Encore Tower.
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

ENCORE GRAND SALON
SUITES

Average 102m2 (1,100 square feet) of luxury living
space with wall-to-wall, floor-to-ceiling windows
Wynn signature bed with fine Egyptian linens
Separate glass shower & serene soaking tub
Flat screen LCD television
Cordless phone, wireless and high speed Internet
access
Connecting suite available
Stunning views of Nam Van Lake and the glittering
Macau skyline

There are 41 Encore Grand Salon Suites and guests
staying in these rooms will check in at the VIP
registration desk at Encore Tower.
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Average 186m2 (2,000 square feet) of luxury living
space with wall-to-wall, floor-to-ceiling windows
Living room, bedroom and spa therapy room
Wynn signature double bed with fine Egyptian linens
Bathroom with dressing area, glass-enclosed
shower, and bathtub
65” flat screen LCD television
Cordless phone, wireless and high speed Internet
access
Connecting suite available
Stunning views of Nam Van Lake and the glittering
Macau skyline

DINING AND NIGHTLIFE
FINE DINING
GOLDEN FLOWER

Master Liu Guo Zhu and his seven culinary disciples
present the finest flavors of China’s north at this two-star
Michelin restaurant. Golden Flower, which has also been
bestowed the prestigious Five Star rating from Forbes
Travel Guide, offers diners a rare chance to experience
authentic Tan cuisine, an exclusive culinary tradition
from the Qing Dynasty. The delicacies of Tan are rooted
in the passion of a historic Cantonese official who took
up residence in Beijing, and made it his personal quest
to blend the finest of northern and southern cuisines.
Dress is elegant. Children age 5 years and above are
welcome.
▪
▪
▪

MIZUMI

Lunch is served from 11:30am to 2:30pm on
Saturday and Sunday.
Dinner is served from 6:00pm to 10:30pm,
Wednesday to Monday. Closed on Tuesdays.
Reservations hotline: (853) 8986 3663

Dining at Mizumi, the recipient of two Michelin stars and
Forbes Travel Guide Five Star award, is an enriching
experience for the senses. The restaurant’s interior
design is rich with motifs and icons that reflect Japan’s
longstanding traditions including an exquisite selection
of antique Japanese Obi. Mizumi brings an
unprecedented unique experience to the city. This sets a
new benchmark in Japanese dining experience.
Dress is elegant. Children age 5 years and above are
welcome.
▪
▪
▪

Lunch is served from 12:00pm to 3:00pm on
Saturday and Sunday.
Dinner is served from 5:30pm to 11:30pm, Thursday
to Tuesday. Closed on Wednesdays.
Reservations hotline: (853) 8986 3663

RISTORANTE IL TEATRO

Chef de Cuisine brings the colors and flavors of Italy to
Macau, creating classic Italian specialties from gourmet
pizzas and hand-crafted pastas to authentic dishes from
Southern Italy. Recognized as a Forbes Travel Guide,
Five-Star restaurant, il Teatro mesmerizes you in an
extraordinary evening of fine food and entertainment.
Inside, our open kitchen is designed for you to view our
chefs as they cook, while the spectacular lights, music,
color and fire effects from the Performance Lake outside
offer the perfect entertainment to make your evening an
unforgettable dining experience.
Dress is elegant. Children age 5 years and above are
welcome.
▪
▪

WING LEI

Dinner is served from 5:30pm to 11:30pm, Tuesday
to Sunday. Closed on Mondays.
Reservations hotline: (853) 8986 3663

The dramatic décor in this Michelin-star restaurant is as
unique as its sumptuous Cantonese cuisine. Wing Lei is
also the proud recipient of the Forbes Travel Guide Five
Star award. Guests can enjoy an array of hand-made
dim sum and barbecued dishes served daily for lunch.
Dress is elegant.
▪
▪
▪
▪

Lunch is served from 11:30am to 3:00pm from
Monday to Saturday.
Lunch is served from 10:30am to 3:30pm on Sunday
and Public Holiday.
Dinner is served from 6:00pm to 11:00pm nightly.
Reservations hotline: (853) 8986 3663

CASUAL DINING
CAFÉ ENCORE

Café Encore presents a distinguished menu of fresh
and delicious Chinese specialties. Its design is a twist
on a classic European café, inspired by Italian art. Café
Encore is located on the ground floor, within the
Esplanade at Encore.
Dress is casual.
▪
▪

CAFÉ ESPLANADA

For casual diners seeking culinary favorites from
around the world, this international café overlooking
luscious gardens offers a colorful menu of Asian,
Macanese, Mediterranean and international dishes.
Breakfast, lunch and dinner are served daily.
Dress is casual.
▪
▪

RED 8

Open from 6:30am to 12:00am daily
Enquiries hotline: (853) 8986 3663

Experience fine Chinese cuisine in a casual setting at
Red 8. Skilled chefs offer a visual feast while preparing
a variety of dim sum and specialty Cantonese and
Northern Chinese noodles in a marvelous open kitchen.
Enjoy authentically prepared Beijing duck cooked using
aromatic apple wood in a traditional oven, just seconds
away from the excitement of the gaming floor.
Dress is casual and adults aged 21 and older are
welcome to dine here.
▪
▪

99 NOODLES

Open from 6:30am to 12:00am daily
Enquiries hotline: (853) 8986 3663

Open 24 hours daily
Enquiries hotline: (853) 8986 3663

99 Noodles specializes in Chinese regional hand-pulled
and cut noodle dishes featuring an interactive menu set
in a fanciful Chinoiserie-inspired environment. 99
Noodles is located on Encore’s casino floor.
Dress is casual and adults aged 21 and older are
welcome to dine here.
▪
▪

Open from 10:00am to 1:00am daily
Enquiries hotline: (853) 8986 3663

Buns & Bubbles

Semi-open designed and remarkably spacious, Buns &
Bubbles welcomes guest to enjoy sweet or savory bites
at any time of day, offering an ample room for visitors to
socialize with friends while sampling both Chinese and
Western pastries, together with its very own special
blend of bubble teas.
▪
▪

Open from 9:00am to 10:00pm daily (soft opening)
Enquiries hotline: (853) 8986 3663

BAR & LOUNGE
BAR CRISTAL AT WYNN

Bar Cristal at Wynn’s jewel-box inspired décor turns a
classic lobby bar into a work of art crowned with a 19thcentury antique French chandelier.
Dress is casual. Adults aged 18 and older are welcome.
▪
▪
▪

CINNEBAR

Open from 5:00pm to 1:00am from Sunday to
Thursday
Open from 5:00pm to 2:00am on Fridays, Saturdays
and eves of public holidays
Enquiries hotline: (853) 8986 3663

A chic lobby bar where the warm glow of fuchsia, vivid
orange and honey onyx tempt guests to enjoy delectable
cocktails with distinctive ingredients. A selection of
homemade snacks complements our innovative
signature cocktails, the finest malt whiskeys, wines and
Champagnes.
Dress is casual. Adults aged 18 and older are welcome.
▪
▪
▪

WING LEI LOUNGE

Open from 3:00pm to 1:00am from Sunday to
Thursday
Open from 3:00pm to 2:00am on Fridays, Saturdays
and eves of public holidays.
Enquiries hotline: (853) 8986 3663

A haven away from the hustle and bustle, guests can
enjoy contemporary signature cocktails, wines and
liquors along with homemade snacks.
Dress is casual. Adults aged 21 and older are welcome.
▪
▪

Open from 10:00am to 2:00am daily
Enquiries hotline: (853) 8986 3663

SHOPPING
Wynn Macau offers discerning guests the best shopping experience in town with two
distinctive retail areas. The Wynn Esplanade houses exclusive and luxury shopping
boutiques in approximately 5,482 m2 (59,000 square feet) of exquisitely designed retail
space.
STORE HOURS

Open from 10:00am to 12:00am daily
Sundries: 7:00am to 3:00am daily

BULGARI

Founded in Rome in 1884, Bulgari is one of the major
global players in the luxury market. Bulgari has 200
stores in some of the most exclusive shopping areas in
the world and products that range from jewels and
watches to accessories and perfumes.

CARTIER

Proclaimed by British King Edward VII as “King of
Jewelers, Jewelers to Kings”, Cartier is one of the world’s
top luxury brands. Founded in 1847, with a history
spanning more than 160 years, Cartier has established a
unique position in the creation of jewelry and timepieces.
The Cartier boutique at Wynn offers a full range of Cartier
products and is located at the Rotunda next to the “Tree
of Prosperity” and “Dragon of Fortune”.

CHANEL FASHION

The CHANEL boutique offers a profusion of the latest
styles brimming with glamour and modernity – fashion
apparel, handbags, shoes, small leather items, fashion
accessories, and the iconic CHANEL J12 watch collection.

CHANEL WATCHES AND
FINE JEWELLERY

The story of CHANEL Fine Jewellery began in 1932 when
Mademoiselle Chanel presented her first fine jewellery
collection at her own apartment. Building on this tradition,
the CHANEL Watches and Fine Jewellery Boutique
magnifies the principle accents and tones of Mademoiselle
Chanel’s apartment at Rue Cambon in Paris.

CHRISTIAN DIOR

The Dior boutique features the latest in luxury from leather
goods to women’s apparel and shoes, all created by Dior’s
Creative Designer, John Galliano.

CIGAR EMPORIUM

The Cigar Emporium is a stylishly designed store offering
premium hand-rolled cigars and cigar accessories such as
Elie Bleu, Dunhill and Siglo. Our Emporium features a
walk-in humidor, where our cigars are stored at just the
right temperature and humidity around the clock to ensure
they are always kept at optimum condition. Customers are
also welcome to store their premium cigars at our
Emporium if they wish.

DUNHILL

Dunhill is a truly British brand that unashamedly
dedicates itself to the pursuit of male indulgence since
1893. The Dunhill store offers exceptional luxury goods
for men, specializing in menswear and leather goods,
complemented by accessories.

ERMENEGILDO ZEGNA

The Ermenegildo Zegna Group is the world leader in fine
men’s clothing. Apart from the finest suits you can find, the
store also features a wide range of luxury casual wear,
leather goods and accessories for your selection.

FERRARI

We invite you to browse our Ferrari boutique, which
features a distinctive selection of Ferrari merchandise
including active wear, collectibles, memorabilia and model
cars.

GIORGIO ARMANI

Much more than a fashion boutique, the Wynn Macau
store embodies Giorgio Armani’s vision of an elegant,
modern and sophisticated shopping experience. Spread
over 300m2, the boutique features women’s and men’s
apparel and accessories.

GRAFF

Graff was founded in London in 1960. Over the years Graff
has handled the world’s most fabulous diamonds and
gemstones. Graff jewellery is exceptional; the quality, the
style and craftsmanship are the best. Vertically integrated,
Graff is a true diamond company – from taking a diamond
all the way from acquiring it in the rough through to selling
it, as founder Laurence Graff explains, “The mine through
to the ladies wearing the jewels”. The hunt for diamonds

goes on. Today, Graff has over 30 shops around the
world.
GUCCI

HERMÈS

Founded in Florence in 1921, Gucci is one of the world’s
leading luxury brands with a strong heritage. Gucci’s core
values are uncompromised craftsmanship, outstanding
quality and absolute made in Italy. Gucci has over 220
stores in the world, offering exclusive luxurious shopping
experience and personal service to all customers.
Started in 1837 in Paris as a saddle maker, Hermès today
houses a wide range of collections in men’s and women’s
fashions, accessories and perfumes. All embody the
ultimate in craftsmanship, innovation and design savoirfaire.

HUGO BOSS

A market leader in superior fashions further extends its
position by opening its first BOSS Selection Store at Wynn
Macau. HUGO BOSS currently has over 1,000 HUGO
BOSS stores operating worldwide. The luxurious BOSS
Selection menswear line represents the premium world in
the BOSS brand universe.

JAEGER-LECOULTRE
(Located at Encore)

A major player in watchmaking history since 1833, JaegerLeCoultre, the premier Swiss watch manufacturer is the
first Manufacture in the Vallée de Joux. Building on a vast
heritage encompassing over 1,231 mechanical alibers
and 398 registered patents, Jaeger-LeCoultre remains the
standard of reference in the field of high-end watchmaking.
The Jaeger-LeCoultre boutique at Wynn Macau offers the
most exquisite and complicated watches of JaegerLeCoultre.

LORO PIANA

Luxury goods manufacturer Loro Piana is renowned for
producing high quality ready-to-wear, accessories and
gifts from Italy using the world’s finest raw materials. At
our Wynn Macau boutique, you will find a wide range of
selections made of only the finest cashmere and vicuna
fibers.

LOUIS VUITTON

The world's leading luxury brand for over 150 years, Louis
Vuitton offers the highest quality of luxury leather goods,
accessories, watches, shoes and sunglasses.

MIU MIU

The Miu Miu brand, created in 1993 by Miuccia Prada,
embodies style and sensuality. It is sophisticated yet
nonchalant. The Miu Miu style has a strong identity, is
creative and possesses an independent spirit.

MONTBLANC

For over 100 years, Montblanc has embraced the
traditions of lasting value and exquisite craftsmanship.
The iconic Montblanc Emblem is a symbol of
excellence – the pinnacle of luxury writing instruments,
timepieces, leather, accessories, fragrances and
sunglasses – and the maison has made an enduring
commitment to encourage excellence through cultural
advancement.

OFFICINE PANERAI

Founded in Florence in 1860 as a workshop, for many
decades Officine Panerai supplied the Italian Navy.
Today, Officine Panerai develops and crafts its
movements and watches at its Neuchâtel manufacture,
being a natural blend of Italian design and Swiss
technology.

PIAGET

The elegant ambiance of the Piaget boutique exemplifies
the level of luxury customers have come to expect, and
serves as a splendid showcase for their extraordinary
collection of watches and jewelry. Piaget’s exclusive
creations include the unique Haute-Joaillerie Collection
and limited series of complication watches.

PIAGET
(Located at Encore)

The Piaget boutique at Encore offers customers an
exceptional luxury shopping experience, and serves as a
splendid showcase for a full range of Piaget watches and
jewelry creations, from classic, iconic collections, to
extraordinary complications, and exceptional high jewelry
collections.

PRADA

World renowned Prada features women’s bags,
accessories and shoes along with a collection of men’s
leather goods designed by Miuccia Prada.

ROGER DUBUIS

Roger Dubuis has been at the forefront of contemporary
Haute Horlogerie since 1995. Its audacious creations,
firmly anchored in the 21st century, bear the mark of all the
savoir-faire and expertise of the finest watchmaking
mechanisms combined with powerful and daring designs.

ROLEX

An extraordinary collection of Rolex timepieces designed
to satisfy the most discerning connoisseur.

SUNDRIES

Step into Sundries, where you will find all your daily
necessities. You will also be able to find our signature
Wynn Linen collection, a selection of in-room items,
beautiful cloisonné reproductions and Jimmy Crystal which
make wonderful gifts for friends and family.

TIFFANY & COMPANY

Tiffany & Co. is one of the world’s premier jewelers. Since
1837, Tiffany creations in diamonds and precious metals
have captivated the hearts of international leaders, royalty
and celebrities.

VACHERON
CONSTANTIN
(Located at Encore)

Vacheron Constantin, the world’s oldest watch
manufacture, was founded in 1755. As a full-fledged
watch manufacturer, it masters the complete creative
process from the design to the hand-crafted finishing of
each timepiece. Year after year, Vacheron Constantin
reinforces its reputation based on its know-how and
craftsmanship, which stem from: Technique, Aesthetics
and Finishing.

VAN CLEEF & ARPELS

Van Cleef & Arpels, a French jeweler established through
the love story of Alfred Van Cleef and Estelle Arpels in
Place Vendôme in 1906, is renowned for its exquisite
creations of exceptional craftsmanship and creativity. The
Van Cleef & Arpels boutique showcases a dazzling array
of jewellery and timepieces, ranging from the signature
Alhambra to the more spectacular High Jewellery.

VERSACE

Versace has always distinguished itself as a pure luxury
brand that merges the highest quality, exclusivity and
originality. The Versace boutique carries women’s and
men’s ready to wear and accessories featuring the
complete range of bags, shoes, and belts, as well as
Versace eyewear and Versace Precious items.

PERFORMANCE LAKE
Lofty plumes of water and fire dance gracefully to choreographed music of all genres –
from Broadway show tunes to renowned Chinese songs. Powerful LED lights add an
extra dash of drama to the Performance Lake, creating intense blues and crimson reds
for a dramatic burst of color.
WATER

The lake houses over 300 water nozzles and shooters and
holds 3,028,329.44 liters (800,000 gallons) of water. From
lyrical sweeps to the robust precision of vertical jets, water
elements arise from the basin to capture both the subtlety and
grandeur of the music they accompany.

LED LIGHTING

More than 1,500 powerful LED lights paint the entire
Performance Lake in vivid colors. The individually controlled
LED lights allow for a choreographic masterpiece capable of
expressing a complexity of moods, rhythms and emotions.

FIRE

Seven imposing fire experiences burst forth to punctuate the
choreography during passionate phrases, adding a primal heat,
light, and immediacy to the experience.

MUSIC

Ranging from classical pieces to popular music, Broadway
show tunes and Chinese songs, the selection of musical works
for the fountain’s performance are beautifully choreographed in
a rich dynamic collection of performances in water, light, color
and fire.

CREATED BY

WET develops contextually motivated water fountains. Design
and invention join to express the unique character of each
project. Diverse physical and cultural environments guide the
design of a WET fountain.
Since the firm’s founding in 1983 by Mark Fuller, Chairman and
CEO, WET has grown into a company of designers, engineers
and technical specialists engaged in the design and
development of water features for installations worldwide.

PERFORMANCE
SCHEDULE

▪
▪

Sunday to Friday: 11:00 a.m. to 9:55 p.m.
Saturday and eve of public holiday: 11:00 a.m. to 10:55
p.m.
Each show lasts approximately three minutes and runs
alternately at 15 minutes intervals.

ROTUNDA
TREE OF PROSPERITY / DRAGON OF FORTUNE
Performances at Wynn Macau’s Rotunda atrium
Featuring spectacular and sparkling movement of kinetic sculptures, video, light and
music, the Rotunda houses two of Wynn Macau’s one of a kind guest attractions – The
Tree of Prosperity and the Dragon of Fortune. Symbolizing vitality, good fortune and wellbeing, these performances are designed to thrill and excite guests as they enter. In
addition, the Rotunda includes a Chinese zodiac cupola and a Western zodiac dome.

TREE OF
PROSPERITY

The iconic Golden Tree of Prosperity rises up from below and
dazzles with its golden leaves and branches.
The 11 meter tall Tree has 60 limbs, more than 2,000 branches,
and 98,000 leaves. Three different colors are blended
throughout the Tree and its leaves, and the finest materials are
used. The leaves are composed of 24-karat gold leaf and brass
leaf. The base is a combination of brass metal flake and 24karat gold leaf. The entire piece is subtly colored using stained
glass paint. In all, 340 liters of gold paint, 25,000 square feet of
gold leaf, 6 kilograms of gold flake, 3 kilograms of gold glitter,
and 117 liters of gold leaf sizing were used.
Rays of light illuminate the Tree and change into vibrant colours
allowing for a choreographic masterpiece representing different
seasons.
LED VIDEO SCREEN - Dramatic, swirling, and transforming
patterns are featured in the giant 20 meter diameter LED video
screen once the Chinese zodiac cupola opens like an iris,
expressing a complexity of rhythms and emotions.
CRYSTAL CHANDELIER - Composed of 21,000 crystals, each
carrying a white light, the 11 meter diameter sparkling
chandelier adds glitter and glamour to the experience when the
LED video screen splits into two.

TREE OF
PROSPERITY
PERFORMANCE
SCHEDULE

Shows start from 10:30 am to 11:30 pm daily and alternate
between the Tree of Prosperity and the Dragon of Fortune at 30
minutes intervals. Each show lasts for about five to eight
minutes.

DRAGON OF
FORTUNE

The powerful Dragon of Fortune emerges in a rolling fog from
the Rotunda cellar and rises to a height of 28 feet. The Dragon
features an animated head complete with glowing eyes and
billowing smoke from its nostrils. The beautiful Lotus Blossom
opens twelve feet in diameter and produces a dramatic crystal
light effect.
The entire Dragon and Lotus is fabricated from molded fiber
reinforced resin and steel. The Dragon and base are covered
with 2,450 square feet of gold leaf. The sculptural base is
themed to resemble carved jade set within decorative gold
frames. The jade is made of stained glass resin castings back
lit with 15,452 LED lights embedded behind a holographic film.

CHINESE ZODIAC
CUPOLA

The 21 meter diameter gold cupola in the ceiling features twelve
sculpted, dynamic animals from the Chinese zodiac, including
rat, ox, tiger, rabbit, dragon, snake, horse, sheep, monkey,
rooster, dog, and pig.

WESTERN ZODIAC
DOME

Echoing the Chinese zodiac cupola is a dome of the western
zodiac on the floor. The 10 meter diameter copper dome,
engraved with 18th century astronomic charts, features 12
astrological signs, including Aries, Taurus, Gemini, Cancer, Leo,
Virgo, Libra, Scorpio, Sagittarius, Capricorn, Aquarius, and
Pisces.

DRAGON OF
FORTUNE
PERFORMANCE
SCHEDULE

Shows start from 10:00 am to 12:00 am daily and alternate
between the Tree of Prosperity and the Dragon of Fortune at 30
minutes intervals. Each show lasts for about five to eight
minutes.

CREATED BY
PRODUCTION DESIGNER

Mark Fisher, London, England

CONSULTANT MECHANICAL ENGINEERS

M.G. McLaren P.C., New York, USA

ARCHITECTURAL DESIGNER
STRUCTURAL DESIGNER
M&E DESIGNER

Wong and Ouyang Hong Kong

INTERIOR DESIGNER

Hirsch Bedner Associates, California,
USA

THEATRICAL LIGHTING DESIGNER

Patrick Woodroffe, London, England

SPECIALIST AUDIO /
VIDEO CONSULTANT

Joel Gread, California, USA

GOLDEN TREE DESIGNER / INSTALLER

Michael Curry Design, London,
England

ACOUSTIC CONSULTANT

SMW, Hong Kong

FIRE CONSULTANT

Arup Fire, San Francisco, USA

MECHANICAL ENGINEERS
◼
INSTALLER CHANDELIER
◼
INSTALLER LED
◼
INSTALLER IRIS
◼
INSTALLER COPPER DOME
◼
INSTALLER GOLDEN TREE LIFT

Show Canada Industries Inc. –
Quebéc Canada

IRIS SCULPTURE

Jacqueline Pyle, London, England

IRIS SCULPTURE MANUFACTURE /
INSTALLER

Trevi – Las Vegas, USA

SPECIALIST AUDIO INSTALLER

Electrosonic Inc, Hong Kong

LED MANUFACTURER

Lighthouse, Hong Kong

THEATRICAL LIGHTING INSTALLER

Linfair, Hong Kong

MOON JELLYFISH AQUARIUM
For a sublime and enchanting display of underwater magic, the impressive Jellyfish
Aquarium located in Encore lobby is home to Moon Jellyfish from Japan and Taiwan.
These beautiful translucent creatures, which are naturally found in temperate and
subtropical oceans around the world and grow up to 30cm in bell diameter, dance
playfully in one of the largest tanks of its kind in the world.
MOON JELLYFISH

Moon Jellyfish are naturally found in temperate and
subtropical oceans around the world. The jellyfish at Encore
originate from Japan and Taiwan. They live up to 2 years in
captivity and grow to up to 30cm in bell diameter.

SCIENTIFIC NAME

Aurelia aurita

DISPLAY TANK

The display tank has a capacity of approximately 11,000
liters. At 7.5 meters long, 2.2 meters high and 0.7 meters
wide, it is believed to be the largest tank of its kind in the
world.

DIET

The natural plankton diet of the Moon Jellyfish is substituted
with a live crustacean called Artemia, which is cultured in the
facilities on site. The jellyfish are fed four times daily.

CARE

The Encore Jellyfish Aquarium is attended by four trained
aquarists who are responsible for ensuring the filtration,
feeding, maintenance, and water quality of the exhibit. The
jellyfish are given a rest period each day in the early hours of
the morning. While they are resting, all lights are turned off
and the tank is covered with a mural of mango-colored
jellyfish, which was painted in California.

BREEDING PROGRAM

The Encore breeding program produces baby jellyfish by
harvesting larvae from the adults which settle into polyps
and produce the first jellyfish larval stage called ephyrae.
The ephyrae are held in tanks behind the main display and
grow up to become juvenile moon jellyfish before ultimately
completing this wonderful animal’s life cycle as adults.

LOCATION

The Jellyfish aquarium is located in the Encore Lobby

CONVENTION, MEETING AND BANQUET SERVICES
BALLROOMS, MEETING
ROOMS AND BOARDROOM

Wynn Macau features 2,880 square meters (31,000
square feet) of flexible, multi-purpose meeting space
including 6 meeting rooms and a 952-square-meter
grand ballroom with theatrical-standard stage.

FEATURES

▪
▪
▪

The Grand ballroom is equipped with a
technically supported, theatrical-standard stage
All meeting rooms may be divided to
accommodate several groups simultaneously
All areas feature advanced technology, including
sophisticated audio visual equipment and both
broadband and wireless Internet capabilities

SERVICES

▪
▪
▪
▪

AUDIO AND VISUAL
SERVICES

The Hotel and Catering Sales Departments are able
to handle guests’ complete audio and visual needs.

Full business services
Dedicated Catering Sales Team
Themed events
Cuisine created by our talented chefs

THE SPA, THE SALON AND FITNESS CENTER
THE SPA AT WYNN
The Spa at Wynn will soon reopen to offer a refreshingly new spa experience designed
just for you.

THE SPA AT ENCORE
THE SPA AT ENCORE

An exclusive sanctuary, the Forbes Travel Guide Five Star
Spa at Encore offers exquisite signature treatments, relaxing
massages and results-driven facials in every suite. Each
private suite features its own steam room, sauna,
hydrotherapy aroma bath and relaxation lounge. The signature
treatments include ‘1-6-8 Yīliùbā’, ‘Flowing Infinity’ and
‘Double Happiness’.

HOURS OF OPERATION

Fitness

6:00am to 10:30pm daily

Spa

6:00am to 10:30pm daily

Spa body and facial therapies are available from 9:00am to
10:30pm.
SPA FACILITIES

The Spa was designed with meticulous attention to care and
comfort and offers eight private therapy suites, including one
couples’ room. Each private therapy suite features a sauna,
hydrotherapy aroma bath, experience steam/shower, high-end
amenities as well the assistance of personal attendants.
The Spa at Encore is located on the first floor of the resort and
is 1,068 m2 (11,500 square feet).

THE FITNESS

Guests can give their muscles a full work out at the advanced
Kinesis Wall, exercise on a range of cardio equipment from
TechnoGym or stretch on the yoga mats. Dedicated personal
trainers are available for guests who prefer a targeted
workout. The Fitness is available for use by hotel guests only.

GAMING
SPACE

Approximately 25,363 m2 (273,000 square feet) of
casino space.

TABLE GAMES

Table games are located throughout the casino and
include traditional and contemporary games like
Blackjack, Caribbean Stud, Roulette, Poker and Sic
Bo. All the popular types of Baccarat are also
available.

SLOTS

Wynn Macau offers guests a large variety of slot
machines. Guests may begin playing for as little as
HKD$0.05 per game or as much as HKD$6,000 per
game. Slot machines offer guests the ability to
choose denominations and game themes. The
machines do not accept coins or chips.
Encore at Wynn Macau offers guests a variety of
slot machines from HKD$0.20 per game to
HKD$6,000 per game.

POKER

The Poker Room offers No Limit Texas Hold‘em and
Pot Limit Omaha with different limits to suit all levels
of play. Additional information can be found in the
Poker Gaming Guide located in the Poker Room.
Please stop by and pick up a copy or ask one of our
Poker staff for assistance or additional information.

RED MEANS LUXURY

The Red Card is the first step in establishing the
kind of personal relationship that guests expect from
a resort like Wynn Macau. Use the Red Card to play
slots or table games and start earning benefits that
may entitle you to discounted room rates,
complimentary meals, preferred reservations and
invitations to special events. Use it anywhere at
Wynn Macau. To learn more about the benefits, stop
by one of our Red Card Player’s desks located in the
casino.

NO MINORS IN THE CASINO

If children are with guests on their visit, please note
that Macau Law prohibits individuals under 21 years
of age from entering gaming areas.

RESPONSIBLE GAMING

Responsible gaming is an integral part of our daily
operations. If you or someone you know is
experiencing signs of problem gambling, you can fill
out a “Self-exclusion and third-party exclusion” form.
Forms are available at the Casino Cashier.
Problem Gambling Help Line: (853) 2832 3998.
Know your limits®

SMOKE-FREE ENVIRONMENTS

To ensure good ventilation all throughout the casino,
the two smoking lounges inside the casino are
equipped with independent mechanical ventilation
system and operate under a negative pressure
environment. Wynn Macau has also installed an
Ionair® Fresh Air System. So regardless of where
you are, you will always breathe in clean air. The
process of ionization creates a comfortable indoor
air climate through the reduction of airborne germs,
bacteria, mildew, mould and the neutralization of
smoke and other odors. Fresh and clean air is
formed without UV rays or the addition of chemicals
through the activation of positive and negative ions,
the same process that happens in nature. Guests
can rest assured that they are playing in a clean and
healthy environment.
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OPENING DATE

Wynn Macau: September 6, 2006
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ACCOMMODATIONS

MEDIA CONTACT

360
100
120
4
10
369
41

Deluxe Rooms
Grand Deluxe Rooms
One-bedroom Suites
Two-bedroom Lake Suites
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Encore Deluxe Suites
Encore Grand Salon Suites
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